
4 Politics 

?.:;~cal language ... is designed to make lies sound truthful and murder 
:=spectable, and to give an appearance of solidity to pure wind. 

(George Orwell) 

:íroduction: ideology and capital 

:::lis chapter, I will extend the theorerical dimension explored in The Furm uf 
~~ by asking 'what is the method of politics in regard to urban design?'. As 

=2.Il designers; 'how do we recognise the political dimension of what we do, 
_....;.:_ how does it affect us even if we never ask the question?' Part of the answer 
_,;3 in Gramsci's definition of ideology as a lived system of values. ln Hitler's 
~any, for example, it was easy to be a good fascist without actually 'knowing' 
.:2: fascism was. Ideologies do not have to be understood to be lived. When 

- =o;:nes to urban politics, few urban designers would see themselves as part of 
- _deological conflict over ownership of, and access to, space. Henri Lefebvre 
- :=s rhe homology between ideology and politics in the production of space 
=-~ he says that: 

Social space shows itself to be politically instrumental in that it facilitates 
:he control of society . .. [and] underpins the reproduction of production 
:daàons and property relations (i.e. ownership of land, of space; hierar
.:hical ordering of locations; organisation of networks as a function of 
.::apitalism; class structures, practical requirements); is equivalem practically 
~king to a set of institutional and ideological superstructures that are not 
;-resumed for what they are (and in this capacity, social space comes 
.:omplete with symbolisms and systems of meaning- sometimes an overload 
~i meaning); alternatively, it assumes an outward appearance of neutrality, 
o~insignificance, of semiological destitution and emptiness (or absence). 

(Lefebvre 1991: 349) 
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David Harvey states this more succinctly when he states that, 'Ciries are builc 
forms created out of the mobilisation, extraction and geographic concentration 
of the socially designated surplus product' (1973: 238). Ar the epicentre of this 
system lies the fundamental principie whereby capital, in its diversiry. 
appropriates the collectively produced Sltrplus and other forms of profit, thereb~ 
guaranteeing its rule in perpetuity. Erecred on this foundarion are rwo classes. 
those who own capital and those who own their own labour. Within this system. 
space is one fonn of q1pital and, like other resources, it is commodified and sold 
like any other good. Space is therefore deeply ideological, as it allows ali forms 
of capital to funcrion and to conrrol the conditions for social reproducrion and 
accumulation. Taken together, tbe statements of Lefebvre and Harvey get to the 
heart of the political dimension - it is ideological, it is concerned with space and 
it is therefore simultaneously deeply symbolic atone levei, yet semiologically void 
at another. So the invisible becomes hererological for rhe visible. If we want to 
understand, as designers, the material world in whose creation we participate. 
we must first understand the reality of the invisible upon whose foundation we 
erect historically evanescent environrnents. The ideological sysrem of capitalism 
has outlasted by far ali but a handful of its physical creations. 

However, as urban designers, we are also entitled to ask, 'why do we need 
to know this?'. And, of course, the answer is, 'we don't'. As I have shown, we 
can operate perfectly as vehicles for ideological practices without understanding 
what they are. As urban designers, we can continue as servo mechanisms for the 
invisible hand of the market, yet be blind to its indiscretions. But, in the process. 
we then choose to perceive sp::ice as a semíological vacuum, with ali tho.t it entails. 
Alternatively, we can embrace the dimension of politics/ideology and accept thar 
it envelopes and penetrares everything we do, from the social production of rhe 
knowledge that we use to solve problems, to the methods of injecting semiotic 
content into space and its elements - monurnents, buildings, public arr, spatial 
forms, street names and other sedimentations that layer the urban realm. As we 
have seen from the historical process suggested in Collage City, underlying 
política! and ideological frameworks cannot be understood merely by examining 
these fragments, but only by way of a clear and unambiguous examination of 
the methods deployed by capitalism (or otherwise socialism, in China and 
Russia ) in regard to the use of social space (Low 2000). Of course, the infusion 
of politics into the urban fabric is designed, but not by architects. The design 
mcthods deployed addrcss the undcrlying mandates of the system as a whole -
ideology and politics, the institutional matrix that legitimatcs political action and 
rhe system of urban planning thar underwrires the legitimation process, not least 
the urban design of its spaces and places. 

Below, 1 will begin with a brief look at the rnethod of urban politícs within 
capitalíst economies, focussing on the undercurrents that inform our seemingly 
neutral design concepts and ideas. By this 1 refer to rhose ideologies that inform 
capitalist urbanisation as a whole, and the methods used to exrract value and 
surplus value from urban space. 1 do not take this to mean how política] parties 
are formed, councils elected etc., but the manner in which capital establishes the 
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POLITICS 

conditions for its own expansion using the medium of the built environmem. ln 
chis, we are still dealing with the interactions between the basic building blocks 
and processes of the capitalist system, namely: 

• the operatíon of various forros of capital (financial, industrial etc.); 
• the methods used to exploit the three factors of production in the materia, 

formation and transformation of cities (land, labour and capital); 
• the basic econornic processes required to accomplish this exploitarion -

production, consumption, circulation, exchange, and the urban symbolic. 
along with an effective system of urban administration; 

• the institucional and ideological system that legitimises and reinforces pri\'are 
appropriation of the means of production (resources, factories, warehousing 
etc.), as well as the extraction of value from the built environment; 

• the semiotic system that informs urban meaning in specific urban forms. 

ln order to explain these in context, I have chosen to limit my comments here 
ro the hidden workings of capital, leaving concrete manifestations of its operarion 
ro the following chapter. Given space constraints, certain subdeties wit 
necessarily be lost. So, for those who wish to pursue the copies further, I would 
make reference to a few masterworks in this region (Cohen 1978, Berman 1982. 
Therborn 1980, Althusser 1984, Balaben 1995). 

The urban political agenda 

Within the market economies of rhe capitalist system, land and its improvemenrs. 
like labour, represem commodities to be bought and sold like any other good . 
Taken togethcr, they aggregate a large proportion of the gross national producr 
that accrues from land owncrship. lt is therefore necessary to the extended life 
of capital that both land and land development should not only be produced. 
but should also be continually reproduced within the urban system. This process 
oecessitates the ceaseless destrucrion and modification of the built environmenr 
in rhe interests of capital accumulation from land and its improvemenrs. Also. 
ir refers, not merely to 'adding bits on the edges', but to a continuai restructuring 
of the entire system of land development (for instance, through extension; 
redevelopment; reclamation; slum clearance; the renegoriation of political and 
administrative boundaries; the institutionalisation of squatting; the establishmem 
of new towns; and rhe construction and deconstrucrion of urban infrastructure; 
nor to mention the reinvention of history through urban conservation). As a 
general principle, I accept Lefebvre's dictum that space is both a material and 
ideological consrruct that emanares from the dynamic relationship between civil 
society, the state and capital (Poulantzas 1973, Miliband 1973, Frankel 1983). 
The contradictions thar are subsequently generated reflect the collision of hwnan 
mterests emerging from the market allocation of land on the one band and its 
political allocation on thc other. Planning qua state intervention attempts ro 
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mediate in the ensuing conflicts, where the structural logic of the system 
capitals does not permit an equitable distribution of the surplus product, ;; 
rhe just resolution of class conflicrs. As a result, 'the hardest crusrs always :.
to the roothJess'. 

Social capital may be divided into three types, each with a particular funro 
within the overall system of capitais (Lamarche 1976). First, industrial cap•
controls the process of production and the creation of surplus value. Th('"' 
commercial capital controls the circulation of commodity capital. Fina.. 
financial capital controls the circulation of money capital. Lamarche argues; 
the existence of an additional, specialised capital - property capital - rhe prinu:' 
purpose of which is to plan space with the purpose of reducing the indirect CC'· -

of capitalisr production. One may also argue that the reduction of the numl--.. 
of capitais involved to four oversimplifies reality. ln effect, there are as ma= 
capitais as there are enterprises, each wirh its own particular dynamic and m 
of operation. ln the breakdown of social capital into a number of specialisc_ 
capitals, properry capital is charged both with the planning of land and L!:. 

improvements rhat take place upon ir and is rherefore central to the urban desi~ 
process. The function of the various actors within public and privare enterpn 
has been clearly stated in Harloe et ai. (1974) and Short (1982). Although ir 
tempting to assume that property capital accrues from profits derived frc: 
surplus value extracted tbrough the construction process, the main source _ 
profit actually emerges from the letting of floor space over the life of the buildic.; 
Therefore, the real revenue to the developer is represented, not by the differen... 
between construction cost and the buying price of a particul::ir h11ilding compk 
{or indeed between purchase price and resale price), so much as the differen::.: 
between thc buying price and rent on floor space. 

The urban morphology that resulrs reflects the way in which fixed capital_ 
signified in physical structures and the delinearion of urban space. Span._ 
advantage and amenity reflect land prices and building density and to a l~ 
extent, the functional appearance of most buildings, as well as their physic.... 
condition. We are all familiar with what 'upmarkct' and 'downmarket' mean. 
So, at its most basic, capital is reflected semiotically in the physical manifestatia= 
of wealth and poverty in built form, and its methods are reflected in what Mar' 
called the transmuted forms of surplus value - monopoly and differential rer· 
from floor space, interest on loans and profit from capital investment. Then, ther
are the two fundamenta is - ground rent from land and surplus value from dl;;. 
labour process. If we divide the working day into two parts, necessary laboi.:.: 
refers to that part of the working day during which the worker covers the cO'-
of his/her own wage, i.e. what is consumed. The rest of the day, the worker 
involved in surplus labour purely for the benefit of capital, i.e. when the valu .. 
produced by labour exceeds what he/she consumes. The value of this surpl:.: 
labour (surplus value) is privately appropriated as one of the most fundamenr.a. 
processes of the capitalist system. 

Given these considerations, if we consider the basic factors of producrion.. 
namely land, labour and capital, ir is axiomatic that the built environmenr "" 
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collectively reproduced, but, in the main, it is privately appropriated. Also, the 
benefits of the environment so manufactured are extracted in various forms from 
rhe occupation of land and property. Much of this is based upon the differential 
locational advantages produced by the geographic distribution of built forms 
and structures. The only exception to this rule is in the concept of the public 
domain, and even then the use values of this environment that accrue to labour 
are not sacrosanct, and are increasingly open to privatisation. Hence, in building 
che city, a vast amount of surplus value is created through the labour process 
within the building industry, and the reproduction of surplus value from this 
activity is a product of the continuai transformation of physical space. ln the 
environment so generated, differential rent from floor space is obviously a major 
form of income, but this must be understood via the concept of ground rent. 
The 'transmuted' forms of surplus value are exactly that, and so it is the latter 
upon which I wish to elaborate as the point of origin of the entire system of 
speculation, as 'Rent is the economic form of class relations to the land. As a 
result, rent is a property not of the land, although it may be affected by its varying 
qualities and availability, but of social relations' (Bottomore 1983: 273). 

Land rent 

The concept of 'rent' occupies a criticai position in relation to land use, and high
rise development in particular, as it provides the connection between political 
economy, spatial location and urban form. Rent may be defined as a payment 
made to landowners for the privilege of occupying and using land. It represents 
inrerest paid either on the consumption fund (money spent on social 
reproduction) or on fixed capital investment. Whereas neoclassical theory simply 
considers land, labour and capital as the basic factors of production, making no 
qualitative judgements about them, Marx was careful to distinguish between 
rhem and between each element and its effects. 'Capital-profit (profit of 
enterprise, plus interest), land - ground rent, labour-wages. This is the trinity 
iormula which contains all of the secrets of the production process' (Marx 1959: 
814 ). These mandates underwrite the class system - that a worker will always 
produce more than he/she consumes, and this excess is privately expropriated 
and reinvested in order to reproduce more capital. 

Marx distinguishes between three forros of rent, which represent the main 
pathways or methods through which profit may be expropriated from land 
development, namely monopoly rent, absolute rent and differential rent. All of 
rhese take place within the secondary cycle of capital and are responsible for 
creating particular types of urban form, one of the most important being high
density development, as it maximises the owner's interest and reflects land prices 
ar central locations. Monopoly rent accrues to landowners insofar as they can 
charge a monopoly price for some unique or special feature that the land may 
possess. Harvey is of the opinion that monopoly rents in Marx's sense arise only 
rhrough 'substantial imperfections in spatial competition' (1973: 179). Absolute 
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rent is more difficult to define, and indeed Harvey's definition is somewhat 
opaque (Harvey 1982: 349-53). Absolute rent considers the question of scarcity 
(a socially produced condition) anda landowner's ability to extract capital purely 
on this basis, by withholding land from exploitation and capitalising on 
speculated future profits. Discussing the formation of absolute rent, Lamarche 
has this to say: 

The developer's right of ownership enables him to extract a rent for the 
real advantages which his tenants actua lly benefi.t from, whereas rhat of 
the land-owner enables him to obtain a rent for rhe potential advantages 
which tbe property developer will actualise. 

(1976: 85) 

Differential rent may be divided into two caregories. Differential renr type 1 
relates to the site-specific advantages of a property, although the owner- developer 
does not create these benefits. This form of rent is a function of differentially 
produced spatial advantages that accumulate in favour of the owner but rhat 
are external to his property. These may emerge from other private-sector 
investors in adjacent locations, or in improvements from government expen
ditures vis-à-vis: infrastructure, rapid-transit systems, public open spacc etc. 
Housing, insofar as it represents the concentration of wages as a potential 
market in the purchase of commodities, therefore serves thc primary function 
of increasing differential rent type 1 by maximising opportunities for commercial 
and rclated uses. Differential rent type 2 is charged on the basis of the proximal 
capacity of different enterprises located within a particular development to 
generate excess profits. lt is quite obvious from this that differential rent rype 1 
may be transformed into differential rent type 2 on the basis of an owner 
extending his powers through the purchase of adjacent properties. lt is also 
obvious that the main nexus of differential rent type 1 originates from public 
investment in transportation faciliries. The exrension of business carchment 
areas and greater accessibility within the urban system may permit increasingly 
higher densities, land prices and profits to developers, at no personal cost. All 
spatially differentiated improvements created out of public revenues are 
ultimately capitalised in land prices and then appropriated in the form of rent. 
Differential taxes levied by the state on profits, wages and rents effectively 
diminish each of these quantities. Similarly, reduced rents charged to labour for 
the consumption of public housing effectively subsidise commodity production 
by reducing wage prices. 

Therefore, public housing rental does not necessarily constitute a huge benefit 
to labour; it constitutes a subsidy t0 capital by reducing the wage necessary for 
survival. However, it is apparent that such rent does not fit within any of the 
four categories discussed above. The central reason is that, as public housiog is 
a politically manufactured context and does not emerge directly from market 
forces (covering cost of capital, labour and profit), money paid to occupy such 
housing must be considered an administered price rather than a true rent. As 
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such, it represents interest paid 011 tbe conswnption fund itself (money allocated 
for rhe provision of social housing and facilities and other items of collective 
consumption). This is the principie that has underwritten the development, for 
example, of Singapore and Hong Kong and has been central to the phenomenal 
economic growth of these two economies, as well as their somewhat unique 
urban form and design. High-rise public housing, ar rhe most phenomenal 
densities ever seen, is a testament to how much profit and surplus value have 
been extracted over the last half a century by industrialists and developers, by 
banks, insurance and financial institutions. 

ln order to maximise the extraction of profits from the urban system for 
capital, public housing should not be seen to intrude on this process, and it 
therefore becomes imperative that it should possess certain required qualities. 
For example: 

• Pub]ic housing should not occupy land that interferes with the expropriation 
of the various forms of rent as defined above. 

• With respect to absolute rent, the proviso can be added that the existence 
of squatter setrlements throughout the world, substandard housing and 
redevelopment areas may be used as a justification for withholding land from 
the market, thus increasing its potential for absolute rent. ln Hong Kong, 
for example, squatter settlements have been used in support of the 
governmenr's high land price policy, where potential política! unrest has been 
used as un excuse for withholding bnd from development. Planning 
authorities in developing countries can contribute to this situation via 
planning 'blight', where land adjacent to an area that is subject to planning 
action becomes affected by the 'uncertainty' factor in planning action itself, 
e.g. proposed major road system developments that, because of political, 
economic or other factors, acquire an indeterminate status, thus affecting 
ali adjacent land prices. 

• High-rise, high-density public housing developmem tends to take place 
where the three basic forms of rent are likely to be reduced below the margin 
of profitability, and where urban locational disadvantages are reproduced. 

• The provision of public housing in this particular manner effectively 
maximises the potential of the urban system to generate rent in its various 
forms. Infrastructural and other costs are reduced, and the ·benefits of public 
investment into the urban system may be capitalised within the priva te sector 
through differential rents. Labour power is efficiently managed, and the 
increased costs of transportation are inevitably passed on to the consumer 
in terms of escalating travel costs. 

Most importantly, high-rise housing represents (at least ideologically) a 
quick technological 'fix' for a profound and endemic constellation of social 
problems. From the available evidence, this particular political approach appears 
to fail catastrophically, at every significam levei of consideration, in solving the 
so-called housing 'problem'. Tt succeeds neither in terms of technical efficiency, 
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in improving health standards, in soJving land-use problems in the inner city, nc: 
in providing greater amenity and psychological security for the residents of Slli:Z 

projects, a failure symboJised by the dynarniting of the prize-winning Pruitt-Igot 
Housing Estate in St Louis in 1972 (Baum and Epstein 1978, Dunleavy 1 98~ 
Despite the undesirability of such housing forms as seen by future tenan~ 
accessibility to public housing is itself heavily politicised in the process 
selecting tenants, acting against particularly disenfranchised members of socie:'" 
and favouring others. ln arder to investigate exactly how this situation is locare_ 
within a system of institutions thar legitimise the total politicisation of soci1.. 
space, I must now tum to the relationship between capital, state legitimation ~ 
urban planning law. 

The state and urban planning 

Within the system we call capitalism, society is class divided. This division 
reinforced by the actions of the state and the ideological apparatuses that supp<r 
the overall system (Figure 4.1). Consequently, the judicial system and its l~ 
mandate and, by extension, urban planning law may be viewed as ideologic:;.. 
constructs. ln their very conception, they legitimise the social and properz.r 
relations of capitalism, the resulting dass division and the inequalities thz 
accompany it, the unegual allocation of rewards and benefits and the artifici.!:. 
manufacture of scarcity round which the system flourishes. ln reference to é.. 
ideologica l commitment of p lan ni ng and design to the idea of socia l harmoa: 
David Harvey says, in his chapter on 'Planning the ideology of planning': 

The limits of this progressive stance are dearly set, however, by the facr 
that the definitions of the public interest, of imbalance, and of inequity are 
set according to the requirements of the reproduction of the social order, 
which is, whether we like it or not, a distinctly capitalistic social order. 

(Harvey 1985: 177 

Hence, a fundamental hiatus affecting the planning apparatus as a whole is 6. 
conflict between the various capitals for urban space, with the capacity ~ 
planning to media te the conflict. As we have seen in Chapter 3, the existence ~ 
urban social movements is a response for some honesty in this overall equacic::. 
a daim reinforced by the increasing penetration of neocorporatist agendas ~ 
the fabric of the state and the increasing privatisation of planning policy an.:. 
practices. 

Hence, the state invents and reinvems the servo mechanism of urban pla~ 
in accordance with its own agendas (this has been selectively covered in FOC-
83-9). All this means is that in, for example, Hong Kong, the state will ha'°e -
different structure from that of Singapore, and planning will necessarily operaLC 
differently (Castells 1990). As the dominam function of planning is regulaào;;;. 
the institution of planning will be configured differently in each place, dependi;;.:-
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Figure 4.1 Commodity production: a simple schema of the interrelationships between 
capital, labour and land 

Source: A. Scocc, The Urban Land Nexus and the State. London: Pion, 1980, p. 29, Fig. 3.1 

on the specificity of the ideological system. For example, in Singapore, tenancy 
of public housing is tied to superannuation benefits as a method of marginalising 
political controversy and social unrest affecting 80 per cent of the population. 
ln: Hong Kong, where so-called laissez-faire ideology held sway, a maximum of 
50 per cent of the population has lived in social housing, hence reducing tbe 
price of wages to industrialists and developers. Political economy views planning 
as an intervention in the overall processes of the production and circulation of 
commodities and in rhe efficient reproduction of labour power. Planning is also 
called upon to manage conflicts emerging from the unequal distribution of the 
socially generated surplus. At the core of planning practice lies the management 
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of a big casino called the urban land market, where land and buildings are 
commodified and sold like any other good (Figure 4.2). But land in its natural 
state has little or no value within capitalism, which is forced to 'improve' it br 
conversion to other functions contained in the fact of urbanisation: 

Urban land consists only in part of raw land. More importantly it is land 
whose use value has been dramatically improved by building it over, and 
by servicing it with infrastructure (namely collective means of production 
and consumption). ln this way, urban land takes its quintessential quality 
as a system of collectively produced differential locational advantages . . . 
in their unshrinking quest for econornically advantageous locations, these 
users force a set of land use outcomes such that (in principie at least) any 
specific location is released only to the user who has the highest rent-paying 
ability at that location, and such that excess profits arising from differential 
locational benefüs are bid away in the form of land rent. 

(Scott 1980: 29) 

Rent is the chosen method of capitalism in the extraction of profit from land. 
As the principie of 'rent' is uniform across the entire system of land management, 
it is affected by (and affects} all forms of planning action, which are intimately 
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Figure 4.2 Planning and the modem state 

Source: The author 
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'.!!ld up in its administration. Within cities, the highest rents exist at the most 
~:ral location, which invariably corresponds to the highest building densities . 

..::i o:der to continually recreate and improve the circumstances for the extrac
~ of rent in its various forms, planning is constrained by two mechanisms -
.::-...o..•easing available floor space via increased density, and simultaneously 
:::;.:reasing accessibility in order to make such an increase profitable. The 
~omenon of high-density development and its geographic distribution in 
.::::mn areas appears togo rhrough ever-increasing and intensifying processes in 
-- aàon to floor space, accessibility, transportation systems, planning action, 
F .. -alaring density of development and capital investment. As has been noted 

:"O>e, differential rents are extracted in proportion to the amount of floor space 
:=..:i~ a developer has available. This comrnodity is affected in its saleability by 
: _di internai and externa! factors (location, amenity, efficiency, configuration, 
-:i..:e etc.) and in relation to thc transportation system as the key parameter in 
:== equation. Intervenrion by planning to 'improve' accessibility via public 
.=.- esrment in infrastructure increases the potential for the expropriation of 
--~erential and absolute rents. As the government and the priva te sector derive 
~mal benefit in their respective ways from land development, planning comes 
~<ler pressure from both sides ro allow increased densities (hence, more floor 
.;:race) via the relaxation of planning controls and consrraints (plot ratios, height 
-=nirations, space and technical standards, conservation etc.). The paradox 
o::nplied by the continuai expansion of infrastructure to fulfil demand is that ali 
-:~· fixed capital in the form of the built environment represents a barrier to 
::.:;e reproducrion of capital. Paradoxically, the very means to satisfy further 
.:--cumulation in the form of transport and built forro also constitute a physical 
~amework of resistance to profits and speculation. To quote a by now historie 
.i<:arement by David Harvey: 

Capital represents itself in the form of a physical landscape created in its 
own image, created as use values to enhance the progressive accumulation 
of capital. The geographical Iandscape which results is the crowning 
glory of past capitalist development. But at the sarne time it expresses rhe 
power of dead labour over living labour and as such ir imprisons and 
inhibits the accumulation process within a ser of specific physical con
straints. And these can be removed only slowly unless there is a substantial 
devaluation of the exchange va lue locked up in these physical assers. 

(Harvey 1985: 25) 

The need to intensify development within the urban area and for planning 
guidelines to reinforce this process assist in making accessibility even more 
problematic. New demands are placed on planning to intervene and deploy even 
greater amounts of public funds, with increasingly sophisticated technical 
solutions to the movement of materiais, goods and individuais (rapid transit, 
pedestrian moving sidewalks etc.), thus increasing accessibility, demands for floor 
space, the potential for furrher capital accumulation and higher, even more dense 
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developments and so on. Such a scenario is played out ad absurdum ~ 
metropolitan areas throughout the world. Planning action, rather than being se= 
as the facilitator of solutions in the urban planning system, can be seen in rh;. 
context as the means by whicn this overall process is deployed in the interes:.. 
of speculation, and where ali action for 'improvement' coincides with oppo.:
tunities for new rounds of profit taking. ln the face of incredible demands ic= 
floor space, this series of events also explains the paradox whereby many cencr-:. 
areas of cities are left vacant, derelict or occupied by substandard or baci.: 
maintained faci lities. ln most instances, landlords can still extract some form : 
payment for the use: of the site, while awaiting the appropriate momem :: 
maximise the absolute rent that will accrue from the withholding of urban lan:. 
from development. 

Planning, consciously or otherwise, encourages this process in two ways: firs;; 
as indicated above, by allowing ever-increasing densities in the centre of urb.:;;;;; 
areas, which encourage the withholding of urban land; second, by devoting rn;..
reserves of manpower and resources to 'solving' the ensuing urban transportaác:;; 
problem, which so far has never been solved. As can be seen from coumles:.. 
examples worldwide, the transport 'problem' is insoluble, owing to its direct cor;.
nection to population growth, commodiry production and unsustainable ur~ 
planning practices. ln the process, planning administration becomes so deplere..:.. 
of reserve funds that, inevitably, it cannot afford to compulsorily purchase lan.... 
or supply rhe capital for urban redevelopment projects. The ensuing fiscal cris:s; 
by now a permanent condition, forces planning to accommodate developmer:.;: 
needs on an unequal basis. It then falis victim to the neocorporatist agenda an:: 
is coerced into the voluntary euthanasia of the public interest. 

Whether we choose to view planning as the representative of capital, as ~ 
promorer of rhe public interest or as some kind of coalition between them, v-.: 
may discern four realms of space that planning administers. The first of these:. 
the space of production, where private-sector interests exploit nature and labo~ 
to manufacture commodities. ln this space, labour is sold for a wage c!L;:
represents only a fraction of the surplus value so produced in the productic:: 
process. The second is the space of circulation, which allows commodities ru:o.:: 
populations to circulate by means of transportation systems. The third is eh: 
sphere of exchange or personal consumption, which allows a sparial congruen.:= 
to occur between the commodity and the purchaser. The significance of rk 
commodity as a symbol of class differentiation is thus acted out in the macem... 
world. At the sarne time, the excess wage of labour is reinvested in the coc:.
modiries rhat have been created, thus allowing the system continuous evolutio~ 
The fourth is the space of collective consumption, where labour is reproducec. 
and educated by means of some form of housing tenure, the provision of healà::.. 
education and welfare facilities, entertainment and other functions. IdeologiaL 
beliefs in the forro of organised religion, political affiliation and even sport eIL 

are also embedded as homeostatic elements in the overall matrix. ln additior;. 
however, we need a fifth space to permit human movement in what is termec 
the public realm . What we should consider when we are thinking about this fi+: 
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_~.ice is the subject of the next section, and I will use this term and the public 
·ulm synonymously. 

The public and counter-public realms 

The public sphere is the site where struggles are decided by means other 
than war. 

(Negt and Kluge 1993: ix) 

::i rhe spirit of connecting mainstream urban design to something larger than 
:zself, we need to enlarge our obsession wirh dcsigning urban space, to include 
:±!e forces that bring it abour in the first place. To do this, we need to investiga te 
:ne word public, before we can comprehend its method of implementation. Here, 
-,e have to distinguish between urban processes and the spaces in which they 
z:iaterialise. The New Oxford Dictionary o( English defines a sphere as a fie/d 
::- .:- action, influence or existence and a realm as a kingdom or domain. I will 
:erain the former term for the social delineation of publics, and the latter for the 
iparial impacts and associations such publics entail (public realm, fifth space). 
?roblematically, the universal yer quesrionable assumption thar this fifth space 
.uas a concrete existence is paralleled by the intractable problem of definition. It 
.s., without doubt, inordinately difficult to define the public realm, owing to 
.:omplexities of ownership, forro, managemcnt, transformation and substance 
FOC4: 89-100). I will use the term public space in the currently accepted use 

;,f rhe rerm in social science, to include, not only streets, plazas, parks, shopping 
;nalls, pedestrianised 'precincrs', neighbourhoods etc., but also the virtual space 
oi rhe Internet. 

As I have indicated in the prcvious chapter, for those in the environmental 
?rofessions, the term urban is seldom explored in any depth and, ar best, means 
·something to do with cities'. Given that tbe word lies at tbe root of urban design 
l!lvolvement, this Jack of explorarion represents a serious omission from design 
education and practice. Unfortunately, the sarne is true of the public realm, where 
me term public and rhe congruent public space are assumed rarher than analysed. 
For example, in Architecture Theory since 1968 (an eight-hundred-page tome), 
:eference to public space occupies only a single page, in an article by Kenneth 
Frampton (2000: 364). So the architectural design of the public realm can clearly 
proceed without any knowledge of what it is. While the fifth space is urban, its 
hererology is the public sphere, the arena of political engagement and conflict. 

ln the developmenr of sertlemenrs at ali scales, from the village green to the 
grand boulevards of Paris, the public realm is a concept typically used to describe 
a space wherc all individuais should be allowed to communicate freely with all 
others, within the law. ln democratic societies, it is also supposed to be the locus 
where the entire range of opinions, from politics to religion, can be freely 
expressed, and where people can behave without censorship or fear, provided 
that the law is upheld. This hypothetical fifth space, however, is rarely defined 
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or made explicit. Individuais are so used to the idea of some form of public real=.. 
they seldom go beyond the assumption that such a space actually exists, or, moc 
importantly, what influence, if any, they have over its access, ownership, use 
disposal. This is particularly true of the design professions, and the term 'pub_ 
realm' is used in everyday parlance with the tacit agreement that everyo:; 
understands what it means, and this is rarely the case. 

As in the term urban discussed above, the public realm has an even Je.. 
determinate reality. There has been little effort made t0 uace the social fon:::. 
adopted by the public sphere to its contingenr spatial structures and desi§:" 
implications, although there is no necessary or direcr homology between the m 
From the Greek polis to the virtual space of the Internet, it is clear that there 
no concept of the public rea lm that is LlSeful beyond a specific political econor::. 
of place and culture. ln every era, the free movement of individuais in soe_ 
space has taken place within a rransient rule system imposed by mulrip 
authoriries that have seldom enacted the right of free movement into legislario::. 
Today, we live in an age of neo-liberal politics and corporate governance, o,... 
where terror has been deployed as a system of control ovcr subject populatio.:-
supposedly in the interests of their own protection, such that: 

A creeping encroachmcnt in previolls years has in the last two decades 
becorne an epoch-making shift culminating in multiple closures, erasures. 
inundations and trans.figurations of public space ar the behest of state and 
corporate strategies ... From city parks to public streets, cable and network 
news shows to Internet blog sites, the clampdown on public space, in the 
name of enforcing public safety and homeland security, has been dramatic. 
Public behaviour once seen simply as eccentric, or even protected by Firsr 
Amendment ríghts, is now routinely treated as a potential terrorist threar. 

(Low and Smith 2006: 1-2 

The authors also note that New York's zero rolerance policy, which has bee
extended globally to other cíties, was subtitled 'Reclaiming the public spaces 
New York', an example of rhe connection between political action and acceprac 
social behaviour (see also Katz 2006) . State sanctions over public space a
continually in a state of flux, and, with them, any idea we might have of :::-
inalienable and consistent pL1blic realm. Given state protection to private spa .... 
through legislarion and urban planning practices, oriented to protect ime.
mem:. thruugh infrasrructure support, density and height controls, righrs 
light, compensation procedures etc., the public realm takes on the man;.. 
of opportunity. ln terms of política! economy, it represents a major obstacle: 
capital accumulation, specifically property capital. Throughout the develope 
world, we may witness a continuing and relentless effort to absorb the pub 
realm into its embrace, with an increasing degree of success. As part of capiraJ:.. · 
enterprise, ali property must be commodified, and the universal erosion 
public space in cities is a signifier of this process (Kayden 2000). 
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At its most basic, fifth space performs the task of connecting the four forms 
of space indicated above, as well as the ideological fonction of cementing 
particular forms of representation - history, power, art, science, religion etc. -
in the built environment. Hence, the difficulty in asking 'where is it?' constitutes 
a question of sígnificant complexity and definition. If we then add the question 
·who owns and controls it?' - the state, the private sector or 'the people' - we 
get into even deeper water. And if we then compound this by asking 'what is it 
ror?', we can quickly grind to a halt with the sheer impossibility of the problem. 
Orher concepts also come into play, such as those of right, freedom and social 
i:ustice. Added to this, even ownership becomes problematic, as, in theory, the 
·public' realm would belong to everyone and, hence, no one. ln the realm of 
design, the spatíal question is most significant, beginning with the idea that the 
orher four forms of space are merely descriptive categories, and no homogeneity 
should be assumed in terms of spatial units. The spaces of production, 
consumption, circulatíon and exchange intersect with each other and the public 
realm in a myriad of land uses in the second dimension, in forms of building in 
die third dimension, and in the rate of dissolution and replacement in the fourth. 
The most basic analogy we can use here is that of a game of three-dimensional 
..::hess. But, in contrast to chess, where the units in play have only a single spatial 
iunction, the urban chess game contains, in addition, meanings, values, authority, 
power, difference etc. associated with the elements in the game. 

The classic writing on the subject of publics in the last fifty years is arguably 
Habermas's The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere (1989), which 
iirst appeared in German in 1962. Ten years later, Oskar Negt and Alexander 
Kluge wrote another seminal work on the subject, Public Sphere and Experience: 
T oward an Analysis of the Bourgeois and Proletarian Public Spheres. Habermas's 
LeXt is a discourse on the evolution of the concept of the public sphere, and it 
deploys the method of political economy to analyse shifts in the development of 
publics using a chronological approach to modes of production up to the present 
:ime. Negt was a student of Habermas, and Kluge was a student of Theodor 
.-\domo, and it is telling that their approach incorporares developments from 
Habermas's original position with Adorno's concerns for culture and the impacts 
of the mass media, which they refer to as the consciousness industry. Habermas's 
rext is now showing signs of age, owing to the extraordinary developments both 
m theory and in social life since his book was written. Therefore, in contrast to 
Ha bermas's somewhat ordered presentation of the public sphere, Michael 
Warner introduces the concept of the counter-public sphere in Publics and 
Counterpublics (2002). This offers a more heterogeneous and inclusive approach 
m rhe huge diversity of publics not included in a traditional analysis of the public 
sphere. ln addition to these texts, other offerings are significant, particularly 
Arendt (1958), Sennett (1986), Fraser (1990) and Calhoun (1992) . 

Habermas's method is to approach the problem of multiple publics as one of 
semantics and the use of particular tenninologies relevam at specific historical 
moments. He frequently bonows terms from French and German to reflect 
developments in these countries that somehow redefine the term publics, noting 
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that similar terms in each language (publicité, ôffentlichkeit and publicity) gaw 
rise to the idea of publics ar the beginning of the eighteenth century. Marx W 2..: 

of the opinion that the deconstruction of medieval social relarions and rh! 
evolution of feudal into bourgeois socicty, where modem property relations we~ 
established, allowed civil society to come into existence. He defined the pub~ 
sphere as a fourth dimension in concert with the srate, the market and whar bf 
called the intimate sphere of the family. Possibly the best example of ~ 
distinction between public sphere and public realm is that of the classic Grw 
polis and agora of 500 BC, despite the fact that space had not yet bee:;: 
commodified and, hence, had a much greater relevance as public. Nonetheless. 
the relationship between the polis and the agora demonstrares the relationshÇ 
between rights in the public sphere and spatial access or confcrred use in ili.e 
public realm: 

Rights in the polis were highly restricted to a very narrow and privileged 
social class recognised as free citizens, and many others were excluded -
women, slaves, and the throng of common people. Likewise, the publicness 
of the agora was also circumscribed (albeit in a different fashion) and 
stratified as an expression of prevai ling social relations and inequalities 
... Public space, in fact, comes into its own with the differentiation of a 
nominally representative state on the one side and civil society and the 
market on the other. 

(Low and Smith 2006: 4) 

Negt and Kluge state in their introduction to Public Sphere and Experienc.:. 
that the classic bourgeois public sphere of propcrty ownership needs to incladc 
a counter-public sphere that is not exclusively limited to bourgeois intercsts aTh.. 

includcs other publics. They also observe the enduring hiatus of labour thar, =. 
resisting the public sphere, it also remains in conflict with itself, as thc pubi.. 
sphere is also constituted by it. ln addition, the traditional (bourgeois) pub:. 
sphere was denotcd in the enduring relation between public and private spheres. 
and that the bourgeois public sphere of property ownership has been overlai:.. 
by a host of industrialised public spheres of production, ' ... which tend :
incorpora te private realms, in particular the production process and the come __ 
of living ... hencc, tbe public sphere has no homogeneous substance whatsoe,·er 
(Negt and Kluge 1993: 13). They elaborate on this new public sphere as follows 

The classical public sphere of newspapers, chancelleries, parliaments, clubs. 
parties, associations rests on a quasi artisana l mode of production. By 
comparison, the industrialised sphere of computers, the mass nedia, the 
media cartel, the combined public relations and legal departments of 
conglomerates and interest groups, and, finally, reality itself as a public 
sphere transformed by production, represent a superior and more highly 
organised level of production. 

(Negt and Kluge 1993: 14 
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_,,,. thing we can remain certain of is the continually evolving relationshíp 
~-n rhe public and counter-pubJic spheres and the public realm. ln spatial 

!his now takes a multiplicity of forms, from the privacy of domestic life, 
.......: priva te appropriation of land and the means of production, to the purchase 

stle of property in virtual space. The public realm in many cities represents 
2.St remaining undeveloped open space and, hence, is continually and 

:::::::-=::::llrringly under development pressure, to the extent that the end of public 
--==.does not seem such an absurd idea. This penetration of corporate interests 

::::n:=s in at least five dimensions: first, in areas such as such as beaches and lakes, 
. -..:s. gardens, sports facilities, waterways, disused airports and docklands, 
~-e areas of horticultura! or zoological interest, conservation areas etc., 
~ously considered part of the public domain. N or is this process limited to 
~ doped countries, and the rape of the developing world continues. An article 

-:!Je Guardian Weekly recently demonstrated the unbelievable progression of 
- process, e.g. in Cambodia, where a repeat of Pol Pot's policies of social dis-

~""fillent is occurring without the associated genocide. Almost half of the 
~rry had been sold to private interests in eighteen months, 'causing the 

Gltry's social fabric to unwind líke tb read from a bobbin'. This began through 
~....id assets accruing from the United States' sub-prime mortgage crisis in late 

.: JS sending venture capital looking for other opportunities. These included 
- .. s.sive swathes of the Carnbodian coastline, which would normally be 
..=:isidered as constituting public space, despite the fact that it had previously 
:een designated as ' state public land', which could not be bartered or developed. 

Second, urban space donated by corpora te interests to 'the public', in exchange 
-: a variety of development rights, bonuses or exchanges, falis increasingly under 
-e control of the sarne corporate interests after such benefits have been received 
~uthbert and McKinnell 1997). This principie also applies to air rights, 

=i.derpasses, overpasses and other connections between buildings using public 
!?<lce. Thírd, public spaces in ali centres of commodity production, such as 
si:topping centres, malls and pedestrianised areas, are frequently controlled or 
:illerwise colonised by investment ínterests. Fourrh, linkage areas between and 
--irhin so-called 'public buildings' are enduringly overrun by private-sector 
EXhibitions, displays, sales outlets and other non-public functions. Finally, the 
entire process of surveillance and control of public space by private interests, 
:n the form of electronic media and physical policing, is a burgeoning industry, 
and there is an entirely new architectural vocabulary for security brought on by 
tlie events of 9/11. Michael Warner notes that the frequently contrasting 
meaníngs given to the terms public and private can adopt many forms and, with 
mese distinctions, comes the opportunity for a plethora of p ublics to evolve 
T able 4.1) . 

ln prior publications on Hong Kong, I investigated these distinctions in regard 
w the public realm and commented that, at its very centre, the problematic of 
the public realm concerned the principle of right, whích goes back to the question 
of which fundamental rights people should expect from society, as opposed to 
rhose they actually possess (Cuthbert 1995, Cuthbert and Mackinnell 1997). ln 
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Table 4.1 The relation of public to private 

Public Priva te 

1 Open to everyone Restricted to some 
2 Accessible for money Closcd evento those who could pay 
3 State related; now often called Non-state, bclonging to civil society, 

public sector now oftcn called private sector 
4 Política! Non-political 
5 Official Non-official 
6 Common Special 
7 Impersonal Personal 
8 National or popular Group, class or locale 
9 lnternational or universal Particular or finite 

1 O ln physical view of othcrs Concealed 
1 J Outside the home Domestic 
12 Circulated in print or clectronic media Circu lated orally or in manuscript 
13 Known widely Known t0 intitiates 
14 Acknowledged and explicit Tacit and implicit 
15 'The world itself, insofar as it is cor.unon to ali of us and distinguished from our 

privately owned place in it' (as Arendt puts it in The Human Condition) 

Source: M. Warner, Publics and Counterpublics. london: Zone, 2002, p. 29 

tum, this tied into other related concepts, such as freedom, equality, justice, 
responsibility etc. Although we would expect frcedom of movement and 
assembly, with space provided for those activities, to be a basic human right, it 
is immediately obvious that this is not the case. Magna Carta (1215) was the 
seminal example of a Bill of Righrs, followed by France (1789) and the United 
States (1791). Since then, only Finland (1919), China (1949), India (1950). 
Canada {1960), New Zealand (1990) and Sourh Africa (1996) have introduced 
a Bill of Rights, nine countries in all. So neither the actuality nor the form of 
the public realm can be assumed as a matter of right or inheritance. 

Condusion 

Given the above context, it is clear that, when urban designers, landscape 
architects, architects, planners and orhers are involved in designing public space. 
the exercise of design skills should be the last of our considerations. First, we 
need to grapple with the heterologies that structure our concept of space and 
form, so that we can make more educated guesses as to design propositions. We 
need to understand that many counter-public spheres exist in fifth space, and 
that their representation is a matter of equity and of social justice. Although there 
may be correspondence between a public and ao urban space, this reflection of 
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:;;em rhe other is not necessarily homologous. Therefore, there is a contingent 
~ ·onship between various types of public and counter-public and the types 

s;-ace and form of representation that structure the public realm. Nonetheless, 
=:::;ad generalisations have some validity, such as the five types of space indicated 

~ - production, consumption, exchange, administration and fifth space qua 
~ ;ublic realm - although even these are collecrively fracrured and integrated 
~ ~;._..ersity of ways. Importancly for designers, although fifth space is reputedly 

:.::ê: ?ublic rcalm of private individuais, ir also represents a major ideological 
==iras for the bourgeois public sphere, capital and the state. Unlike the other 
~ iorms, it has one unique property - it is the space where politics, ideology 
~ .:ulmre are physically and symbolically condensed in the realm of 
=::lClllillents, to which we now progress. 




